ZILLES Karl Neurotransmitter Receptor Distribution Dusseldorf Mar 21 2012

title = Regional Distribution of Transmitter Receptors Reveal Organization of the Human Cerebral Cortex

in room 41 of Jordan Hall (Psych Bldg) :  Wednesday Colloquium;

He is  at Instit of Neurosci and Med.  Reserach Center Julich  and

Director of the Vogt  Instit of Brain Research
at  Heinrich Heine Univ  Dusseldorf;

pronounced  ZILL is...

550 journal articles  and  60  book chapters;
grad from med school in 1971...

he jokes:  colleagues were jealous of this trip... thought he might be tempted to come to
California and never leave!

he starts...

not so much interested in a partic receptor molecule  as in
where they are expressed in the brain...

sl = slide: he shows one large cartoon neuron

he  shows  AMPA and NMDA  and kainate being expressed all over that neuron
(apical dendrit,  basal dendr and soma)

receptors are proteins... can open an ion channel  
or can cause the release of a 2nd messenger etc.

ampa, nmda, kainate  (pronounced  KINE ate)  are all glutamate (excitatory neuroxmtr) receptors...

same neurons might  express  gaba A receptors (the   bz binding site) and
gaba B  receptors also..

also  nicotinic or muscarinic receptors:  M1 m2 m3  (types of cholinergic receptors)

alpha 1 and alpha 2  (norepi receptors)

dopamine receptors... d1 d2 d4

also  serotonin  5HT1a  and 5HT2...

he studies these in a volume of 300 microns on a side...
WORK IS DONE WITH CADAVERIC HUMAN BRAIN ...

take a cut of a whole human hemisphere  note HUMAN   immed after death...

can do MR imaging in situ  (he says  in SEE 2)
cut  slabs at 2-3  cm... then cut sections at  (missed it) 20  microns...(?? I'm unsure)

nissel stain, myelin stain  also have mr volume data on that brain (before dissection)
.
can  express receptor concentration in femtomole/mg of protein  to show distrib of  receptors
(he codes this using rainbow color:   hottest = red is about 500 femtomole...  blues are the lowest;

slide:  lovely pic of cholinergic,  muscarinic M2 receptor


he shows very high levels of  M2 receptor in  primary somatosensory cortex and
in Heschel's gyrus  (primary  auditory cortex)

and in  caudate/putamen  and in  ? dorsomed  nucleus of thalamus...

sl = slide of   primary visual cortex:

Gennari's stripe... marker of primary visual cortex...

primary visual cortex has huge amount of  GabaA receptor  in layer IVc...
Gennari's stripe sits right btwn  layer IVc and IVB...

see Zilles,  Palomero-Gallagher    Transmitter recp and func anatomy of the cereb cortex in J Anatomy  2004... (primary ref)

so  cytoarchitecture  matches  receptor  architecture...

von Economo  was the first guy to get a license for an aircraft  in 1929 ???  Emperor  of austria congratulated him in Vienna.

OBgamma is a region btwn V1 and V2... it is where callosal fibers either start or terminate 
 (clearly seen with  GabaA recp staining)

GabaA  receptors  help to functional separate the ocular dominance columns...
so recep distrib give u good functional info...

S1 = somatosensory cortex is loaded with  M2 receptor  = muscarinic M2 recep

sl  HC =hippocampus... he shows (well known pathways)

EC = entorhinal cortex to dentate gyrus in CA1  then via mossy fibers to CA3  then via schaffer collats back to  CA1...

alll use  glutamatergic  recpetors... finds lots of AMPA  and NMDA

mossy fibers are selectively labeled by kainate  (and no other receptor)

he describes a brand new area (newly discoverd by his group_.... 
area 1A  (clearly separated from 1B)... all the previous literature only describes  area 1...
with no further distinctions.


look at 5HT1a  in  human somatosensory cortex....  there are very  obvious strips...

if u want to hear a symphony.. listen to the balance of all the instruments...
not just one single instrument...
the balance btwn receptors is important   (he says the absolute level of a 
partic neuroxmtr recep is less important that the balance with the others)

He shows Broca's region...  (Brodmann originally divided it into areas 44 and 45)
but using receptors we end up with 12 distinct areas...

sl he shows  detailed map of the 12 regions of Brocas's region... clearly distinct...

see Amunts, K, Lenzen....  Broca's region:
from PLosS  Biology  8(9) in 2010...  (get his... very cool work)

Phrase Structure  Grammar  PSG is in area 44 and op9

but Finite State Grammar  PSG  is is op9 but not in area 44;

again... see Katrin Amunts paper  cited above...

sl  he uses polar coordinates  to display  concentrations of perhaps 16 (or more)  receptors

the "receptor fingerprint" of an area.  (each concentration is a point on one of many bicycle spokes:
then connect the dots.)

display all the stained receptos  abt 16 difft ones...

temporal cortex is quite difft from others...

he shows a  Hierarchic Cluster Analysis showing euclidean distance...

44 and 45 belong to the "motor" family  (traditional  Broca's region)

*****
sl  Laminar  receptor distribution:

thalmo-cortical  ... most input goes to layer IV  and  less so  as u ascend layers above it...

layer  IV is the inner granular layer...

can clealry separate the primary somatosen fingerprint from the prim auditory area

and primary visual is also clealry distinct....

parietal assoc  is visually guided grasping...

working memory in the PFC..

Katrin Amunts  is his collab at Aachen...
she is also at  Instit of Neurosci...

fingerprint is surprisingly stable between individuals...

(fingerprint does not much change  btwn layers... but is v specific
regionally... useful for separating regions...)
(just as Brodmann was able to characterize his areas cytoarchitectonically;
this method is an even finer method of distinguishing separate regions)

in epileptic  tissue ... cells drop out...(so neurorecep concentration is decr across the board
in that partic tissue)


22 numbers going around  (22  difft receptors)

Brian W  asks if there are correlations among the 22 difft receptors, ie  can the dimensions be reduced
from 22 downward (because of strong correlations?)

His A:  that's what the hierarch clustering shows..  yes they are correlated...

no one else has  studied so many receptors all over the brain... so this is still preliminary work...

area 44 and 47  are immed adjacent but have  completley difft fingerprints  cuz they r functionally quite difft.

(he says this to respond to the issue of whether this is just spatial contguity; NO it is not;  immed. adjacent areas can be quite distinct)

Q  is there hemispheric asymmetry?
A  unknown... we haven't done enuf work yet... want to get to 20 brains. 

so far, they are  symmetric...

M2 is a signature  of primary  sensory cortices.... maximum is always in layer 4...

Q  can u see homunculus  within motor cortex?  (A: not done)

Brain Knutson...do the projections map onto receptor data  (eg  with DTI  data)...
A  cannot follow fiber tracts  to their synapses..

Q Jay McC..do the excitat types all co-occur  (ie  are they correlated  (in line with Brian W's q)

Jay follow-up  that is, do  nmda  ampa and kainate  cluster together
A:  no, not necessariliry, eg look at  HC data...  had a distinct  band with kainate. (in the mossy fiber terminii)

nmda  requires  ampa  receptors to get rid of Mg...

CCM = canonical cortical  microcircuit  (Hawkins)

Brain W  can we use this work to understand  the CCM... (if there is one !)

A  this is v tempting,  BUT  he has never seen it...  the data do NOT bear it out the notion of a CCM...
huge differences btwn  mice rats, cats, humans, for example...

barrel cortex  is highly specifc (to mice)..has nothing to do with humans...

cortical columns  with 120 cells... NO... huge variation in # of cells in so-called microcolumn;

he is skeptical of the notion of a simple CCM concept...

not what he sees in the data...

how can there be a CCM, if  the fingerprints are dramatically different

